In [2], we defined a theory of obstructions to constructing a diffeomorphism between two combinatorially equivalent differentiable manifolds. In the present paper, we apply this theory to the problem of extending a diffeomorphism of the boundaries of two manifolds to a diffeomorphism of the manifolds. A corollary is a theorem of R. Thorn concerning the equivalence of differentiable structures.
All differentiable manifolds and maps are assumed to be of class C°°; a combinatorial equivalence between two differentiable manifolds is an isomorphism between smooth (C00) triangulations of them. MoXI by identifying xEM0 with (x, 0)EM0Xl; it is diffeomorphic to M. Obtain a manifold from N and NoXI similarly. The map which equals F on M and equals the trivial extension of / on MoXI is a combinatorial equivalence between these manifolds, and its restriction to JlifoX(0, l] is a diffeomorphism.)
Restrict F to the manifold M' = M -Mo; it will be a combinatorial equivalence between this manifold and N' = N -No. We apply our obstruction theory (in particular, 5.7 of [2]) to the problem of smoothing this map; our object is to obtain a diffeomorphism of M' onto N' which equals F in a neighborhood of Mo-Such a diffeomorphism will give the required extension of /. Now F: M'-+N' is a diffeomorphism mod the (« -1)-skeleton of M'; we denote it by P"_i. As an induction hypothesis, assume Fm is a diffeomorphism mod the m-skeleton of M', which equals F in a neighborhood of Mo-Let us suppose for the moment that the obstruction \mFm is homologous to zero, mod BdM' = Mi; let c be the chain it bounds. We may modify Fm near the carrier of c, obtaining a diffeomorphism mod m, F'm: M'^>N', such that \mF'm = 0. Then F'm may be smoothed to Fm-i, a diffeomorphism mod m -l. Now the carrier of \mFm is disjoint from some neighborhood of M0, because Fm is already a diffeomorphism in some such neighborhood. If the carrier of c has the same property, then F'm = Fm = F in some such neighborhood. It follows that Fm-i may be chosen equal to F'm in some such neighborhood, since F'm is already differentiable there. Providing these suppositions hold at each stage of the induction, the smoothing process can be continued until one obtains a diffeomorphism which equals F in a neighborhood of Mo. From the preceding analysis, it is clear that the homology class of our obstruction lies in those homology groups of M', mod Mi, which are based on chains whose carriers have no point of Mo as a limit point. (The chains may be infinite, however.) These groups are easily proved to be isomorphic with the groups 3Cm(M, Mi; T"~m); the isomorphism is in fact induced by the inclusion of M' into M.
Theorem 2 (Thom [3] ). Let M be a differentiable manifold whose boundary has two components Mo and Mi ; suppose AI is combinatorially equivalent to the differentiable manifold PXL If Mo is diffeomorphic to P, so is Mi, and M is diffeomorphic to PXL Proof. Let/: Af0-»PXO be a diffeomorphism. If we can extend /to a combinatorial equivalence of M onto PXI, then the theorem follows, for all the obstructions lie in 3Cm(M, Mi;Y"~m), and these groups vanish because Mi is a deformation retract of M. Let K be a complex which serves to triangulate P smoothly. Then any simplicial subdivision of the cell-complex KXI serves to triangulate PXI smoothly. Because M is combinatorially equivalent to P, any two smooth triangulations of M and PXI have isomorphic subdivisions ([4] ; see also [l ] ). In particular, there is a smooth triangulation h: L-^M such that L is a simplicial subdivision of KXI-Assume h carries |jSCX0| onto Mo, for convenience. 
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Let ho be the restriction of h to |XX0|, then fh0: K'X0-*P is a smooth triangulation. Let F: | AX/| ->PX/ be the trivial extension of fho; because L' is a subdivision of K'XI, F will be smooth on each simplex of L'. Hence Fhr1: M->PXI is a combinatorial equivalence; its restriction to Mo is /, as desired.
